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Tatyana Brown is is a traveling performer, educator, organizer, and activist focused on
reawakening audiences to the power (both emotional and political) of the oral tradition. Using
humor, honesty, and imagery-driven cathartic moments crafted through an approach that
bridges the genres of magical realism and confessional work, her poetry challenges audiences
and readers alike to imagine transcending cultural patterns of violence and inequity. She is the
founding Captain of The Lit Slam (www.thelitslam.com), a San Francisco-based, live-audiencecurated literary journal--the only show/publication of its kind in existence--and she ranked
4th in the world of competitive performance poetry at the 2011 Individual World Poetry
Slam. Since then, Tatyana has coached a number of poets in editing and performance to Finals
at both the Women of the World Poetry Slam and the Individual World Poetry Slam. She has
toured North America as a poet, read poems to teenagers on the mountaintops of British
Columbia, told tales on NPR’s hot new true-life narrative storytelling show, Snap Judgment
(www.snapjudgment.org), and sold instant literature ranging from short fiction to wedding
vows as a street vending freelance writer in New York City. She holds the distinct honor
of winning the longest consecutive string of XXX Haiku Deathmatch Championships at
Oakland’s notorious variety show, Tourettes Without Regrets (and she did so with sex-positive,
progressive, feminist comedy). Tatyana is also a celebrated workshop facilitator and lecturer,
visiting university classrooms (including the University of Indiana Bloomington and Yale
University) to speak on poetry slam as a contemporary American literary tradition, and the rich,
vibrant, vital, and progressive nature of American oral tradition. She also teaches workshops
everywhere from coffeeshops and bars to middle school classrooms to homeless shelters on
critical analysis/writing for poetry, storytelling, performance, and the use of various forms of
media (including shock-value comedy) as a tool to interrupt and dismantle systemic oppression.
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some praise

Tatayana Brown encompasses calm, wit, and know-how when it comes to facilitating
productive workshops. As a progressive speaker, engaging poet, and literary windfall
of a woman, she offers the duality necessary in teaching the hard parts of life and
poetry.

Mahogany Browne
Poetry Program Director and Slam Host/Curator - The Nuyorican Poet’s Cafe

Tatyana Brown threw a rope down a dark shaft where I didn’t even know I was hiding. Her
radical honesty edges me towards my own courage, my own redemption, my own liberation...
Tatyana Brown is screw-by-screw engineering the world in which I want to live.

Tara Hardy
Bent Writing Institute Founder, Hugo House Artist in Residence,
iWPS and WoWPS Finalist, and Write Bloody Author

Tatyana Brown is so outrageously, gut-wrenchingly, deliciously brilliant, I couldn’t help
repeatedly leaning over to the person sitting next to me at her show and saying, “Isn’t
she INCREDIBLE?” When I took her book home, I was almost afraid to read it--but I
needn’t have worried that her work on the page wouldn’t live up to the dynamism of
her live performance. At turns funny, provocative, and vulnerable, Brown beautifully
navigates the messy intimacy between writer and reader, and between performer and
audience, making her work stand out in an increasingly dense field of talented writers
coming out of the performance poetry scene.

Lisa Slater
President - Vancouver Poetry House, 2012 Individual World Poetry Slam Finalist

Tatyana Brown knows her way around a poem. Equally dazzling in her abilities to
explicate written poetry and convey heartfelt performances of her original work,
Brown will also knock your socks off with her penchant to rally the troops in
advocating for community/grass-root causes. To say the least, she is a tour-de-fource.
Book her as a feature; your audience will clamor for more. Read her book; her poems
resonate, inspire, and, on certain late summer afternoons, will spontaneously combust.
All cheekiness aside, Brown is an intellectual with the heart of a comedianne. Her
approach to the arts is personable, fun, and challenges the status-quo. Brown is an
astute workshop facilitator who offers meaningful content in form of page and stage.
Plus she makes you laugh. Who could possibly ask for more?

Jessica Helen Lopez
Macondo Fellow, Founder/Director - La Palabra Collective, New Mexico
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more praise

Tatyana Brown is a warm, engaging, accessible presenter in an academic setting. In
addition to delivering a captivating, well-crafted reading of her own poetry as an
example, her course material was original, well thought-out, and provided students with
an important perspective on poetry slam and how performance impacts literature. She
generated and sustained discussion with grace and dexterity, and her analysis provided
my students with a new lens through which to examine contemporary spoken word.
I would welcome her back to my classroom any day.

David Higgins
English Professor - Inver Hills Community College, Inver Grove Heights, MN

Tatyana Brown’s workshop on dirty haiku was a stimulating, engaging exploration of
how shock-value comedy can be used to effect social change. She presents the material
in a way that is convivial as opposed to intimidating, and communicates with a witty
eloquence that reveals that she has not only thought a great deal about the intellectual
issues with which she is engaging, but also has a genuine human understanding of the
subjects of her work.

Nick Baskin
Yale, Class of 2014

Working with Tatyana Brown over the summer, both during a critical analysis workshop
and “Performance as a Radical Feminist Act,” was an extraordinary opportunity. I not
only gained a greater understanding of the methodology and frame of mind required
to effectively analyze a work of poetry, but was also able to witness first-hand a
strong, confident woman who asserted herself and owned her space. Tatyana is as
insightful as she is talented, and listening to her speak about poetry before hearing
her perform it was a unique combination of learning experience and inspiration. As a
young woman in a predominantly male poetic community, meeting and working with
Tatyana was exactly the boost of confidence needed to convince me to endeavor
onwards with my writing.

Ellyn E. Touchette
University of Maine Orono, Class of 2016

Tatyana knows how to get the best out of you. Through her help with editing and
coaching, I made it to Finals at both the Women of the World Poetry Slam and the
Individual World Poetry Slam. She is a gifted facilitator of good writing, passionate
performance, and deep breathing.

Lauren Zuniga
Write Bloody author, iWPS and WoWPS 2012 Finalist
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links

performances
A List of Inappropriate Questions I Have Asked My Mother
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9SoOfJqJZFg

The Perks of Sleeping With a Massage Therapist
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c_OUZ0HkwK8&list=UUORrABMISB-tqY7eVke8q
oQ&index=23&feature=plpp_video

To the Dude at the Bar Who Just Kept Touching Me Without My Permission
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tH2kNU7Shqo

Meditation Coach
http://snapjudgment.org/meditation-coach
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features
*

University of Indiana Bloomington (Bloomington, IN)

*

teachings*

The Source - Dime Stories (Albuquerque, NM)

Berkeley City College (Berkeley, CA)

La Palabra - The Word is a Woman Critical Analysis Intensive
(Albuquerque, NM)

Bar13 - LouderARTS (New York City, NY)

Winnings Coffee - OUTSpoken Poetry Slam (Albuquerque, NM)

Nuyorican Poets Cafe - Friday Night Slam (New York City, NY)

Nexus Brewery - Poetry and Pints (Albuquerque, NM)

Cantab Lounge - Boston Poetry Slam (Cambridge, MA)

Sauced Pizzeria and Pub - Red Dirt Poetry Slam (Oklahoma City, OK)

The Mercury Cafe (Denver, CO)

Individual Artists of Oklahoma Gallery - Extreme Championship
Poetry (Oklahoma City, OK)

Yale University (New Haven, CT)

The Crossroads Theater - Slam NUBA (Denver, CO)
Denver Art Society - Poet as Muse (Denver, CO)
The Spot Urban Youth Drop-In Center - Art from the Ashes
(Denver, CO)

*

Red Cup Coffeehouse - Anniversary Showcase (Oklahoma City, OK)
Coffee and Play House - Poetry & Jams (Decatur, AL)
Java Monkey - Open Mic Night (Atlanta, GA)

Wooglins Deli - Hear There Poetry Series (Colorado Springs, CO)

Coffee Underground - Say What?! Open Mic (Greenville, SC)

The Amadeus Project - Poetry Night (Bellingham, WA)

The Shop - Slam Richmond (Richmond, VA)

Pear (community center for homeless youth) Youth Poetry
Workshop

Blue State Coffee - Providence Got Poetry Live (Providence, RI)

*

*
The Pointy House - Speakeasy Storytelling Night (Portland, OR)

Milly’s Tavern - Slam Free or Die (Manchester, NH)

Tsunami Books - Eugene Poetry Slam (Eugene, OR)

Mama’s Crowbar - Poetry Open Mic (Portland, ME)

Backspace - Portland Poetry Slam (Eugene, OR)

Local Sprouts Cafe - Port Veritas Poetry Slam (Portland, ME)

Cafe Deux Soleils - Vancouver Poetry Slam (Vancouver, BC, CA)

The Crooked Treehouse - Adam’s Kitchen Sessions (Somerville, MA)

Re-Bar - Seattle Poetry Slam (Seattle, WA)

The Front Room at WCUW - Poet’s Asylum (Worcester, MA)

Glittering Gables - The Hootenanny (Seattle, WA)

The Five Seasons - Warm Wednesdays (Baltimore, MD)

The Electric Earth Cafe - Third Thursdays Open Mic (Madison, WI)

The Black Fox Lounge - La Ti Do Cabaret (Washington DC)

Locals Only Art and Music Pub - Indianapolis Poetry Slam
(Indianapolis, IN)

Busboys and Poets - Youth Open Mic (Washington DC)

LIV Bar - Lyrics to LIV By (Detroit, MI)

Cal Poly Tech - The Anthem (San Luis Obispo)

1917 American Bistro - Poetry Open Mic (Detroit, MI)

The Ink Well - Loser Slam (Long Branch, NJ)

They Say Restaurant and Bar - Thursday Night Showcase
(Detroit, MI)

The Verdi Club - Bawdy Storytelling’s 5 Year Anniversary Show
(San Francisco, CA)

Manila Bay Cafe - Lyrical Vibez (Detroit, MI)

Viracocha - The Vetted Word (San Francisco, CA)

Urban Network Cafe - Guerilla Nights Open Mic (Detroit, MI)

The Greenway Court Theatre - Da Poetry Lounge (Hollywood, CA)

The Method Gallery - Writing Wrongs Poetry Slam (Columbus, OH)

Kaos Network - Brass Knuckles Poetry Slam (Los Angeles, CA)

Roh’s Street Cafe - Queen City Slam (Cincinnati, OH)

*

Mayo Street Arts - Rhythmic Cypher (Portland, ME)

*

*

The Starry Plough - Berkeley Poetry Slam (Berkeley, CA)

The Green Mill (Chicago, IL)

Safe Passage Family Resource Center - Coast Slam (Fort
Bragg, CA)

The Heartland Cafe - In One Ear Open Mic (Chicago, IL)

Prospect Theatre - Slam on Rye (Modesto, CA)

The Studio - Punch Out Poetry Slam Presents: The Pillow Room
(Minneapolis, MN)
La Pena Cultural Center - A Night of Poetry with Andrea Gibson,
Denise Jolly, Tatyana Brown, and Lauren Zuniga (Berkeley, CA)
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courses offered

Tatyana Brown offers critical analysis and creative writing workshops tailored to your program’s needs. Youth and
adult students with a range of experiences have benefitted from her humorous delivery and provocative insights.
She has taught everywhere, from middle schools to university classrooms, from coffee shops to homeless shelters. She
is also an experienced coach and facilitator for slam teams and collectives, public speaking groups, forensics clubs,
and storytellers. In addition to custom-designed courses, Tatyana has developed popular and effective classes that
explore a few of her favorite topics and are guaranteed to invite thoughtful discussion, practical improvement, and
growth in a wide variety of communities.
(All courses can be taught in 1-3 sessions, depending on the host organization’s desired depth of study.)

Introduction to Embodied Performance
Many factors contribute to the unique magic of being a part of a live audience. A masterful performer—one capable of inviting
the crowd to fully engage their art while staying present to the emotional experience of its creation—is by far and away the
most important part of the equation, no matter the genre. This course explores the theoretical underpinnings of creative, live
performance, and provides exercises and tools for artists at any level of experience to improve their attention to, enjoyment of,
and execution in delivering live work.
(One session recommended, 60-90 minutes)

Performance as a Radical Feminist Act
Whether you’re a woman artist, salesperson, politician, or just an average citizen, it doesn’t take much to realize that gender bias
and misogyny are still active elements to be considered in many public spaces. This course will provide participants with tools
for recognizing gender bias to avoid internalizing it, strategies for empowered performance in spaces where women’s voices are
less than welcome, and an opportunity to strengthen a sense of community with allies in the trenches. Embodied performance
exercises will be included in this course, and allies/men are welcome to attend (should your organization be interested).
(One or two sessions recommended, 60-90 minutes)

Slam as a Contemporary American Literary Tradition
The poetry slam movement has spread across the globe for the past quarter century. This game has reinvigorated a cultural
interest in poetry, oral tradition, and creativity-based community in general—and the U.S. slam scene is certainly at the epicenter.
Through performance analysis, experiential exercises/a simulated slam, a survey of the development of slam--writers and scenes
alike—and an exploration of the ways contemporary poets all over the world are relating to one another (trends and responses in
content and performance), students will discover new ways to experience and interpret contemporary performance poetry. In
addition to honing literacy and critical thinking skills in a unique context, this course aims to engender and support a lifelong
love of performance poetry in its participants.
(Two to three sessions recommended, 60-90 minutes)

How to Use Shock-Value Comedy for Awesome and Not Evil
This class invites students to see comedy as a vitally important tool for anyone of a progressive mindset. Terms like “systemic
oppression,
” “progressive politics,
” “privilege,
” and “ally” are defined in an unlikely setting that allows the conversation to be inviting
and non-threatening for all parties. Students from all walks of life come away with new tools to deal with moments where
what’s meant to be funny comes off as offensive (including how to apologize and learn from unexpected mistakes without feeling
attacked). This course is for anyone who wants issues of race, class, sexual orientation, and ability (among others) to be dealt with
compassionately and without becoming a flame war. (Based on a course on “XXX Haiku” taught to much acclaim at Yale’s 2012
Sex Week http://sexweek2012.org/calendar/)
(One session recommended, 90 minutes)
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writing sample
Wherein the Author Gains Courage
The day I learned there was nothing I couldn’t swallow,
I sucked out the bolts from your bed frame, felt them rachet
their way down my throat on spark-thin threads.
You had nothing left to hold you together, and so each
of your lies unfolded bright as a firework display, but silent.
We listened to the metal cooking itself into more comfortable
elements in my stomach as we settled down to sleep on the floor.
When the creditors called, demanding I turn my body
into their collection, when I could hear knuckles cracking
for my ruined teeth on the other end of the line,
I unhinged my jaw and slid the phone into my gullet,
digesting it like an ignored prayer. I am my own agency now.
I owe only to the hum and gurgle underneath my skin.
I ate the telescope nested in the hills above this city.
It took me a week, and each lens tumbled in
with the precision of an Olympic diver.
My neck transformed into a tunnel for the length
of a breath as the barrel of that watching beast
slid into me, found its way home.
And when he came for me, straight from the folds
of my own treacherous history, I turned to face him
with an open mouth, consumed that which had been
poison down to what’s beneath the bone, licked the air
clean of his hands gripping for my voice until all that was left
was a blank spot in my memory and my own scent.
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writing sample

(1/2)

The Breakup, or
How to Move into a House That is on Fire
As the first billows of smoke start to seep out
of the basement’s half-buried windows,
curling as vines would along the lattice work
of the back porch and reaching to envelop the roof,
you should take some time to appreciate
the paint choice the previous owners left you with.
Admire the careful arrangement of shingle on shingle,
the delicate gingerbread that disguises the gutters.
Arch your neck back to take in the bay windows and turrets.
Think of how lucky you are to be making your home here,
in this beautiful house
(…that is being consumed by flames. )
Climb the front steps. Reach for the door—whether or not
the metal knob might cook your flesh, and walk in.
Hang the curtains you sewed by hand in the front room
you hope will be your office, the wallpaper browning
with the rising heat, then close the door behind you
as you leave them to ignite, your mind busy
daydreaming about the desk and typewriter that will go
perfectly in that space, the opus you will write there
if you can just get the furniture delivered before
the whole thing burns down.

Shelve each book you own right as the wood
beneath it begins to smolder. Put all the novels
you haven’t gotten to yet but long for
on the highest possible tier, and walk out
of the library as you’ll wish you could remember it:
Before the haze of soot and flutter of half-eaten pages,
it would’ve been the most lovely place to hide.
The best kept secret in this town.
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writing sample

(2/2)

Stock the kitchen like you were living with a chef.
Listen to bright shatter of all the picture frames
you’ve hung in the hallway exploding as the inferno
swallows each of them and advances, hungrier still.
Treat it like a hit song playing on the radio
when the living room mantle splits open,
the fireplace transformed into a gaping wound
belching cinders while you’re still stacking plates.
Stow the perishables in the freezer. Wonder
if they’ll last or be scorched like the rest of it.
Pretend you will pluck them like a treasure
from the earth when this is over, and eat
as an emperor in the ruins of his doomed capital.

Don’t bother unpacking your clothes.
You will never really be at home here.
The floorboards are all pitch and buckle
in your bedroom, the plaster walls are crumbling
behind licking curtains of flame,
and this is when you should throw your arms
around your suitcases and cower,
the entire structure you were relying on
collapsing on top of and beneath you.
This is when you will realize you’ve sacrificed
the dearest parts of yourself as kindling,
and all that did was make the inevitable burn hotter.
Before it all goes black, maybe you’ll pray
you haven’t been outfitting a funeral pyre,
just another place to crawl out of.
When it is finished, and you’ve reclaimed
Yourself from the rubble, and everything
you’ve known and loved is ash, or tears,
or the cement they mix into, let it be okay
to think I honestly did not see that coming
and know it is a lie.
Let it be okay that you must’ve known better
but you still need to mourn. Forgive yourself
for saying, I really wanted that to work.
I really thought it could.
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tatyana.brown@gmail.com
www.tatyanabrown.com
www.thelitslam.com
(732) 859-8172
4538 Martin Luther King Jr. Way
Oakland, CA 94609

